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Date of Meeting:

October 30, 2008 – 11:00 am to 12:00 pm

Location:

Ilford, MB
Town Office

In Attendance:

James Chornoby
Jennifer Bloomfield
Harold Blan
Dwayne Flett
Fiona Scurrah
Gordon Wastesicoot
Victor Flett
Jonathan Kitchekeesik Jr.
Wayne Marcinyshyn
John Osler
David Lane

Th

Mayor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Manitoba Hydro
KCN
KCN
KCN
KCN
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The meeting was requested by the Environmental Assessment Team for the proposed Keeyask
Generation Project to:
Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns Mayor and Council has with the proposed project, the EIA and the
PIP.
The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
MEETING PROCESS
Following introductions and a prayer, John Osler presented information on the project, the EA process
and the purpose of Round 1 PIP. This included details on the size and location of the project, project
components and construction activities, potential partnership with the in-vicinity communities, the EA PIP,
environmental approvals, and project environmental studies. Each Council member in attendance was
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provided a copy of the presentation and the Round 1 PIP newsletter. Extra copies of the newsletter were
left with the Administrator for general distribution. Throughout and following the discussion:
Council members asked questions, offered perspectives, and identified issues about the proposed
project, the EIA and the PIP; and
Where appropriate, representatives of the Environmental Assessment Team and Manitoba Hydro
offered perspectives.
The following are highlights of the meeting and are intended to capture the key points that were raised
or presented. They are not presented in the sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they
a detailed or verbatim transcription of what was said.
KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY MAYOR AND COUNCIL
Project impacts and perspectives
The main interest of Council members have is to use the project as a means to construct and
finance a permanent road to their community. The following justification was provided:
o The distance to the project from Ilford is approximately equal to that from Gillam;
o The community has many modern facilities that would be able to provide services for the
project including a new gas bar (to be built in the spring), a hotel, and a rail siding;
o The winter road upgrades to York Factory have already been considered and an allweather road would benefit both communities;
o There is a “straight ridge” between Ilford and the project site which would be suitable for
a road; and
o The comparative costs to fly in goods are highly prohibitive.
Council also acknowledged the associated social problems that the community could face with
road access.
Council was concerned about the plan for waste disposal and linked this to their need for a new
landfill site. They indicated that they have a site nearby that could be utilized for the project and
suggested that the project could provide the needed funding to develop this landfill. They noted
that they cannot develop the site on their own because the regulations are too stringent and
costly.
Action item: John to connect Mayor Chornoby with the LGD of Mystery Lake (Jack Burden)
regarding landfill.
Council was concerned about the impact on trappers in the area and noted that there are a
couple of trappers residing in Ilford.
Council was interested in knowing if Split Lake (TCN) is included in the JKDA.
Council recognizes the benefits of pre-project training related to Keeyask and Wuskwatim. They
noted that some members of their community are employed at Wuskwatim and believe that
anyone who is qualified and interested in working on these projects will easily find jobs.
There is the perception that York Factory, Fox Lake and Split Lake will experience most of the
project effects.
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Council was interested in the JKDA and how a “majority” is determined/defined regarding the
ratification vote.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TEAM
The project is still at a planning and discussion stage.
No decision has been made to go forward with the project.
Keeyask would be the fourth largest of Manitoba Hydro’s current generation stations:
o 695 megawatts
o Approximately 45 square kilometers of flooding
o Approximately 7 to 8 years construction
Manitoba Hydro is exploring the potential of a partnership with in-vicinity Keeyask Cree Nations
(KCN) – Tataskweyak Cree Nation and War Lake First Nation (acting as the Cree Nation
Partners), Fox Lake Cree Nation and York Factory First Nation.
Keeyask would proceed at this time only with a positive vote on the JKDA by the KCN
represented by a majority of the population.
An Environmental Assessment will be completed for the project to identify potential effects the
project may have on the environment and people.
The purpose of Round 1 public involvement is to introduce the project to the public, to learn
about any issues or concerns that the public may have about the project, and to hear from the
public how they wish to be consulted in future rounds of the PIP.
Round 1 of the PIP is being conducted as early as possible in order to allow for as many people
as possible to be included in the process. A variety of stakeholders have been targeted in order
to capture a variety of perspectives.
Since 2001, Manitoba Hydro has been working with local Cree Nations to collect information that
will contribute to the Environmental Impact Assessment.
Changes in the community of York Landing are viewed differently by community members.
Younger people are more positive about development, while elders tend to be more skeptical
about the need for projects like Keeyask.
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Public Involvement Program Round One Workshops
Workshops were held in Winnipeg and Thompson with participants individually identified, contacted by
telephone and mail in advance of the workshop and invited to participate because of Project-specific
interests. At these two workshops (see Table 2D-1) participants were able to review the Project information
panels shown at open houses and community information sessions, discuss the Project informally with EA
Study Team members, listen to presentations by the EA Study Team and participate in a facilitated question
and answer period and round table issues identification session where participants were encouraged to
present their issues and concerns without interruption. Workshop participants were also encouraged to fillout comment forms if they so desired. Workshop meeting notes from each of these sessions were drafted and
reviewed by all participants. Final workshop meeting notes for each Round One workshop are provided
below.
Communication methods used to invite workshop attendees included phone calls, emails, in-person
communication and letters. An invitation letter was sent to potentially interested non-government
organizations (NGOs) for the Winnipeg workshop. For the Thompson workshop a similar invitation letter
was sent to potentially interested resource users and recreation participants. These letters asked invitees to
RSVP to the PIP team prior to the workshop.
Table 2D-1:

Public Involvement Program Round One Workshops

Date

Event

Location

11/18/2008

Winnipeg NGO* Workshop

Radisson Hotel, Winnipeg

11/26/2008

Thompson Recreation & Resource User Workshop

St. John’s United Church, Thompson

*NGO refers to non-government organization

The following copies of correspondence materials used to facilitate Round One PIP workshops are provided
in this appendix:

•

Copy of invitation list for the Winnipeg NGO workshop

•

Copy of invitation letter for the Winnipeg NGO workshop

•

Sign-in sheet(s) for the Winnipeg NGO workshop

•

Copy of draft meeting notes for the Winnipeg NGO workshop

•

Copy of final meeting notes for the Winnipeg NGO workshop

•

Copy of invitation list for the Thompson Resource and Recreational Users workshop

•

Copy of invitation letter for the Thompson Resource and Recreational Users workshop

•

Sign-in sheet(s) for the Thompson Resource and Recreational Users workshop

•

Copy of draft meeting notes letter for the Thompson Resource and Recreational Users
workshop
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•

Copy of final meeting notes letter for the Thompson Resource and Recreational Users
workshop

•

Copy of final Workshop Notes for the Thompson Resource and Recreational Users workshop
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Winnipeg Workshop – Organizations Invited

Winnipeg Workshop – Organizations Invited
A Rocha
Bike to the Future
Beyond Factory Farming
Brandon Naturalists Society
Centre for Environmental Indigenous Resources (CIER)
Campaign for Pesticide Reduction! Wpg (CPR! Wpg)
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS)
Chemical Sensitivities Manitoba
Coalition to Save the Elms
Comité Environmental du CUSB
Committee for Church in Society (Christ Lutheran Church)
Consumers Association of Canada - MB Chapter
Consumers for Responsible Energy (CoRE)
Eco-Network
Eco-MAFIA (Ecological Males and Females in Action)
Fort Whyte Alive
Friends of Assiniboine Park Conservatory
Green Kids Inc.
HASTA - Kelvin High School
Institute of Urban Studies
International Erosion Control Association - Northern Prairies
International Institute for Sustainable Development
Living Prairie Museum
Manitoba Federation of Labour Environment Committee
Manitoba Forestry Association
Manitoba Naturalists Society
Manitoba Ozone Protection Industry Association (MOPIA)
Manitoba Protected Areas Society (MPAS)
Manitoba Wildlands
Manitoba Wildlife Haven Rehabilitation Organization
Mixedwood Forest Society
Native Orchid Conservation Inc.
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Winnipeg Workshop – Organizations Invited
Oak Hammock Marsh
Organic Food Council of Manitoba
Paddle Manitoba
Planners Network Manitoba
Project Peacemakers
Red River Basin Commission
Red River Valley Clean Cities Coalition
Resource Conservation Manitoba
Rockwood Environmental Action Community Taskforce (REACT)
Roseisle Creek Watershed Association
Save Our Seine River Environment Inc.
Sierra Club of Canada Winnipeg Group
Social Planning Council of Winnipeg- Environment Committee
Speleological Society of Manitoba
Time to Respect Earth's Ecosystems (TREE)
University of Manitoba Faculty of Earth, Environment, & Resources
University of Manitoba Recycling & Environment Group (UMREG)
University of Winnipeg Environmental Studies
Wilderness Committee
Winnipeg Community Gardening Network
Winnipeg Humane Society
Winnipeg Vegetarian Association
Winnipeg Water Watch
Woodlot Association of Manitoba
Sno-Man
Manitoba Mining Association
MLOA - Manitoba Lodges and Outfitters Association
Beverly and Kaminaruk Caribou Management Board
MACO - Manitoba Association of Cottage Owners
Tracey Braun – Provincial Regulator (will be informed about workshop)
Dan McNaughton – Federal Regulator (will be informed about workshop)
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Winnipeg Environmental NonGovernmental Organization Workshop
Final Meeting Notes
Date of Meeting:

November 18, 2008 – 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Location:

Radisson Hotel Winnipeg, 288 Portage Avenue

In Attendance from
EA Team:

Ryan Kustra
Nick Barnes
Tara Cole-McCaffrey
Gordon Wastesicoot
Wayne Marcinyshyn
Victor Flett
Johnathan Kitchekeesik Jr.
John Osler
David Lane

In Attendance from
General Public:

See sign-in sheet

Th

Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro
KCN
KCN
KCN
KCN
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP
The meeting was requested by the Environmental Assessment Team for the proposed Keeyask
Generation Project to:
Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the respective organization has with the proposed project, the EA
process and the PIP.
The workshop is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
This workshop provided an opportunity to:
1. Review information panels on the proposed Keeyask Generation Project that were shown at
public open houses and community meetings throughout the province.
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2. Receive a presentation and engage in a question and answer discussion about the project. The
presentation included an overview of the project description, information on the environmental
and regulatory review processes and the PIP.
3. Participate in a facilitated discussion to identify biophysical, socio-economic and process issues of
concern to organizations related to the proposed Keeyask Project.
WORKSHOP PROCESS
The workshop was held at the Radisson Hotel in Winnipeg. Those who attended the information session
were encouraged to sign-in, fill out comment forms and speak to members of the EA team about any
perspectives/issues they might have about the project. In total, 23 people signed in, representing six
ENGOs as well as a number of Split Lake community members.
The workshop began with an open house format which provided an opportunity for workshop participants
to review project information panels and to discuss the project with the Keeyask Environmental
Assessment team. After this period of informal discussion, a meal was provided to workshop participants.
Following a prayer, John Osler provided a 20 minute presentation about the project, EA and EA PIP. Then
a facilitated question and answer period and round table issue identification session was conducted
where participants were encouraged to present their issues and concerns without interruption.
The following are highlights of the perspectives heard at the information session and are intended to
capture the key points that were raised by organization representatives. They are not presented in the
sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they a detailed or verbatim transcription of what
was said.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY ENGO REPRESENTATIVES
Manitoba Lodges and Outfitters Association
Project impacts and perspectives:
MLOA is concerned about the extent of flooding caused by the project and it potential impacts on
outfitters that operate in the area.
Representative was interested in knowing about the extent of additional flooding as a result of
peat land disintegration.
Concerned about upstream and downstream hydrological effects and how this would impact
outfitters who operate in the area.
Representative was curious about the process for compensation and whether outfitters would be
compensated for potential adverse project effects.
Public involvement program perspectives/issues:
MLOA representative indicated that he would like to be involved in future rounds of the PIP.
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Action item: MLOA requested information from the project-related environmental studies
when it becomes available so that information could be provided to their members to
determine if they will be impacted by the project.

Time to Respect Earth’s Ecosystems and Resource Conservation Manitoba
Project impacts and perspectives:
A concern was expressed regarding project induced flooding, the resulting elevated mercury, and
how this would impact various fish species. A comment was also provided on additional methane
emissions caused by flooding. Representative would like to see a comparison of the project to
other Hydro projects regarding severity of these types of effects.
Representative was concerned about the effects of the project on caribou in the vicinity of the
project.
Environmental Assessment perspectives/issues:
Concerned about the appropriate scope for the “need for and alternatives to” assessment and
feels that these alternatives assessments should include the financial costs of related

projects and their alternatives, and also the social and environmental costs and benefits.
Would like to see more attention paid to cumulative effects. Suggested that there is a question
of priorities and fitting together many requisite policy considerations, since Manitoba has
not created an energy plan subject to public input. Stated that in the absence of a plan,
the “need for and alternatives to” portion of the assessment becomes a necessary
surrogate.
Other:

Representative believes that in general, sound environmental assessments should be
comprehensive and should include associated facilities such as transmission.
Representative was concerned about potential electromagnetic impacts on human health
from associated transmission facilities and believes that corridors providing access to 2
and 4-legged predators are the greatest threat to wildlife and caribou in particular.
Representative was curious about the project alternatives and the types of dams that could be
constructed (e.g., low-head and run-of-river).
Remaining potential hydro resources in the Province are finite and that Manitoba Hydro needs to
begin considering what will be done when the Nelson River is fully developed (“endgame
scenario”). He suggested that there is a short time frame for the development of these remaining
resources (considering Conawapa and Keeyask and the overall rapid developments recently).
Representative was of the opinion that since hydro electric capacity is a finite resource, that the
provincial energy/resource plan should be more heavily examining alternatives like demand-side
management or wind generation, and should have more policies to reflect this shift in focus.

MB Federation of Labour
Project impacts and perspectives:
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General concern was raised about the potential impacts of the project as a result of flooding.
Concerned about potential socio-economic effects associated with the project (e.g., worker
shortages, environmental degradation from influx of workers into the project area).
Raised issue of the availability of qualified workers, and suggested that problems can occur when
foreign workers are brought in to fill positions.
Identified that potential social problems may arise due to multiple large-scale projects being
developed in northern Manitoba, citing the Tar Sands development in Alberta and the social
problems it has created such as shortages of quality and affordable housing and potable water.
Curious about how employment contracts would be negotiated, especially duration of work for
the different classes of workers (support, designated trades, non-designated trades).
Action Item: Representative would like more information from the environmental studies
when it becomes available to develop a better understanding of the project
environmental effects.

Manitoba Wildlands
Project impacts and perspectives:
Scenarios and Alternatives - A comparison between alternative size of dams, amount of flooding
and amount of power produced, similar to what Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation did with
Wuskwatim, should be available to the public.
Climate change - Indicated that climate change was an issue raised during the Wuskwatim public
hearings, and that this subject should receive more attention for Keeyask since the science and
general public awareness has improved since the Wuskwatim project.
Public involvement program perspectives/issues:
Noted that it is very difficult for the public to properly evaluate projects when they are presented
individually and without, in their opinion, adequate consideration of cumulative effects. For
example, the representative was of the opinion that the northern end of Bipole III and Conawapa
should be considered as part of the Keeyask project.
Environmental Assessment perspectives/issues:
Noted the need for thorough and appropriate, long-term planning for all potential social and
environmental effects of development in northern Manitoba. Identified the Tar Sands
development is an example of bad planning where social issues such as community values and
housing were neglected in favor of rapid economic development.
Noted that it is very important to include a decommissioning plan in the EIS and stated that this
became a big issue during the Wuskwatim public hearings, especially due to local
knowledge/interests. Noted that this appears to be a growing trend in other jurisdictions in North
America.
There was a concern regarding how cumulative effects would be dealt with when the timing of
this and other projects is uncertain and other projects are not included in the public review for
Keeyask. Representative suggested that the Public Utilities Board (PUB) may decide that more
attention should be paid to long-term planning and to the provincial/Manitoba Hydro energy
policy.
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Concerned about how the scope of the project and the baseline are defined. Stated that defining
the scope of the project became a complicated issue during the Wuskwatim public review and,
therefore, should be discussed with the public as early on in the process as possible.
Timing
o Was curious to know about when the EIS review process and public involvement would
take place.
o Representative was interested in the regulatory review process that would be
undertaken.
Project area
o Concerned about whether the First Nation partners/communities have a say in defining
the project area.
Transparency
o Manitoba Hydro should provide all data and other information available including the
associated spending from all environmental studies since 1988. Noted that this
information was not completely disclosed during the Wuskwatim public hearings.
EIS guidelines
o Suggested that the EIS guidelines will likely be more stringent (or should be) than
Wuskwatim.
o Suggested that MB Conservation has not been diligent when it comes to allowing for
meaningful public input in preparing the EIS guidelines.
Scoping
o Suggested that there have been scoping documents created and discussed with
regulators without public review for other projects. This led to final scoping documents
being “watered-down” when made public. Pointe du Bois Hydro project and the Tembec
20-year forestry plan were identified as examples.
Participant/intervener funding
o Noted that during Wuskwatim, 15 groups/individuals received intervener funding, 12 of
which were Aboriginal. This was a significant first in Manitoba.
Consumers Association of Manitoba
Project impacts and perspectives:
Noted that it is important for consumers to provide informed and accurate input into the project,
and that to do this they need to understand the big picture and be able to compare alternatives.
Public involvement program perspectives/issues:
Pointed out that it is important to see the results of the PIP discussions to allow people to
understand the dialogue that took place.
Indicated that Manitoba Hydro needs to remember the consumers who live outside of the local
area and suggested that currently these individuals are not aware of the proposed project.
Suggested that Manitoba Hydro should raise the profile of the project to make sure that the
general public is aware. Representative noted that all Manitobans are stakeholders in the project
and that they should be included in discussions about the project.
Would like to see “consumers” being provided with more information about the project,
specifically how it fits into the big picture/provincial energy plan, in order to participate and to
provide informed input.
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Comite Environnemental du Collège Universitaire de Saint-Boniface
Project impacts and perspectives:
One representative asked if Manitoba Hydro is doing studies on underwater soil conditions that
influence aquatic habitats and ecosystems.
Public involvement program perspectives/issues:
Representatives indicated that they appreciated the opportunity to attend the workshop.
Split Lake community member
Project impacts and perspectives:
Concerned about how climate change will be incorporated into the EIS or planning for other
future projects. Noted that there are already observable effects including more frequent flooding
at the community of Split Lake.
Concerned about what will happen to the cleared forebay and who will have the opportunity to
purchase salvaged wood.
Noted that Split Lake community members, and especially more vocal community members,
should be included in Band Council meetings regarding the project.
Other:
Would like to see more growth and development in Split Lake and concerned there is little to
show from industrial development compared to other communities except a school which has
been overcrowded since it was built.
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Thompson Workshop – Organizations and Individuals Invited

Thompson Workshop – Organizations and Individuals Invited
Environmental Youth Centre (Member of Eco-network)
Flin Flon & District Environment Council (Member of Eco-network)
Churchill Northern Studies Centre (Member of Eco-network)
NRO Lands Manager (MB Conservation)
Regional Lands Manager (MB Conservation)
Regional Wildlife Manager (MB Conservation)
Regional Fisheries Manager (MB Conservation)
NRO Officer (MB Conservation - Gillam)
Sport Manitoba (Nor-man region)
Nelson River Sturgeon Co-Management Board
Thompson Wildlife Association
Thompson Archers and Bow Hunters
North Central Community Futures Development Corporation
Thompson Trailbreakers
Manitoba Lodges and Outfitters Association Director – Northern Region
Communities Economic Development Fund
Manitoba Association of Cottage Owners Director – Northern Region
Manitoba Trappers Association (President)
Tolko
Inco
Relevant organizations in Gillam (TBD)
Tracey Braun – Provincial Regulator (will be informed about workshop)
Dan McNaughton – Federal Regulator (will be informed about workshop)
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Suite 500-280 Smith Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 1K2
tel: (204) 942-0654
fax: (204) 943-3922
e-mail: intergroup@intergroup.ca

June 9, 2009

Don Macdonald
Manitoba Conservation
Box 28, 59 Elizabeth Rd.
Thompson, MB
R8N 1X4
Dear Mr. Macdonald:

RE: Finalized notes from the November 26th workshop with resource users regarding
the proposed Keeyask Generating Station Project
Please find enclosed the finalized notes from the resource users workshop held on November 26th in
Thompson, Manitoba, regarding the proposed Keeyask Generating Station Project, including copies for
distribution. The final version of the notes has been revised to reflect comments that were received
during the review process, and the notes will be included in the Environmental Impact Statement.
If you have any questions or comments about the proposed Project or the Public Involvement Program,
please do not hesitate to contact Brett McGurk or John Osler of InterGroup Consultants, Ltd. at (204)
942-0654. Furthermore, additional information on the Project can be found on the Project website that
will be updated as project-related information becomes available http://www.hydro.mb.ca/projects/keeyask.
Thank you for participating in the workshop. We look forward to meeting with you again during future
rounds of the Public Involvement Program for the proposed Keeyask Generating Station Project.
Yours truly,
INTERGROUP CONSULTANTS

David Lane
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Thompson Resource and Recreation
Users Workshop
Final Meeting Notes
Date of Meeting:

November 26, 2008 – 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Location:

St. John’s United Church – Thompson MB

In Attendance from
EA Team:

Nick Barnes
Gordon Wastesicoot
Wayne Marcinyshyn
Victor Flett
Johnathan Kitchekeesik Jr.
John Osler
David Lane

Manitoba Hydro
KCN
KCN
KCN
KCN
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

Stakeholders
Attendees (see
sign-in sheet):

Alan Brackman
Don Aikman
Don Macdonald
Brian Barton
Mark Szyszlo

Community Futures North Central Development
Tolko Industries
Manitoba Conservation
Manitoba Conservation
CBC

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP
The meeting was requested by the Environmental Assessment Team for the proposed Keeyask
Generation Project to:
•
•
•
•

Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the respective organization has with the proposed project, the EA
process and the PIP.

The workshop is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
This workshop provided an opportunity to:
1. Review information panels on the proposed Keeyask Generation Project that were shown at
public open houses and community meetings throughout the province.
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2. Receive a presentation and engage in a question and answer discussion about the project. The
presentation included an overview of the project description, information on the environmental
and regulatory review processes and the PIP.
3. Participate in a facilitated discussion to identify biophysical, socio-economic and process issues of
concern to organizations related to the proposed Keeyask Project.
WORKSHOP PROCESS
The workshop was held at the St. John’s United Church in Thompson, MB. Those who attended the
information session were encouraged to sign-in, fill out comment forms and speak to members of the EA
team about any perspectives/issues they might have about the project. In total, 5 people signed in,
representing two regional Manitoba Conservation departments, a non-governmental community
development organization and Tolko Industries. Also present at the workshop were a number of Split
Lake community members.
The workshop began with an open house format which provided an opportunity for workshop participants
to review project information panels and to discuss the project with the Keeyask Environmental
Assessment team. After this period of informal discussion, a meal was provided to workshop participants.
Following the meal, John Osler provided a 20 minute presentation about the project, EA and EA PIP.
Then a facilitated question and answer period and round table issue identification session was conducted
where participants were encouraged to present their issues and concerns without interruption.
The following are highlights of the perspectives heard at the information session and are intended to
capture the key points that were raised by organization representatives. They are not presented in the
sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they a detailed or verbatim transcription of what
was said.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
Community Futures North Central Development
Project impacts and perspectives:
• Concern that the physical environment is experiencing unpredictable changes these days and
may be much different in the project region by the time the project is complete.
• Considering climate change, concerned about what water levels will be like when the construction
is complete.
• Concerned about system effects and “back-up” of water from Hudson’s Bay and whether this
may cause the dams to be built higher.
• Suggested that historical hydrological data may now be useless for predicting future scenarios.
• Concerned about different species travelling upstream and how they might affect species already
there.
• A major concern expressed was that there seems to be a communication breakdown/disjoint
between Manitoba Hydro’s actual planning/timeline and community knowledge/speculation
around employment opportunities. The representative works with Aboriginal Business Canada
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and has seen First Nation entrepreneurs expecting opportunities to be available considerably
earlier than the timelines described by Manitoba Hydro. Commented that the perception was that
construction activity would start much earlier. Suggested that Manitoba Hydro should try to
manage these expectations.
Would like to know what support service studies are being undertaken. Specifically mentioned
trucks for hauling, accommodations in Gillam, and emergency/medical services. Noted that there
may be a healthcare overload in Gillam and other social or infrastructure issues.
Concerned about other mineral exploration in the same area and how Manitoba Hydro is working
with potential claim holders in the area. Noted that where there is flooding there will be no
access to mining in those areas.

Other:
• Uncertain about when to pursue possible contracts with Manitoba Hydro or federal programs.
• Noted that there is a disconnect between politicians and Manitoba Hydro. He thought at this
point it had already been decided that the project was going ahead.
• Curious about what percent of MH revenues are going towards Keeyask planning.
• Noted that the general manager of North Central Community Development is also the Mayor of
Thompson
• Noted that the economic, political and environmental conditions are changing rapidly and that
future demand for Hydro power may be uncertain. Concerned about emerging US energy policy
looking to promote more domestic alternatives instead of importing power from Canada and
noted that he is already seeing effects such as this on the Alberta Tar Sands.

TOLKO
Project impacts and perspectives:
• Curious about the timing for in-service and construction.
• Curious about the specific location of roads and transmission lines.
• Not too concerned about logging interests in the project area because the flooding is minimal and
the trees in the area are of poor quality.
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Public Involvement Program Round One Open Houses
Public open houses were held in Winnipeg, Thompson and Brandon to provide opportunities for the
broader public to learn about the Project and contribute to the process (see Table 2E-1). Public open houses
were advertised in advance in the local newspapers and on local radio stations. Formatted similar to the
community information sessions with information panels, participants were encouraged to sign-in, fill out
comment forms and speak to members of the EA Study Team about any perspectives or issues they might
have about the Project.
Table 2E-1:

Round One Open Houses

Date

Event

Location

6/24/2008

Thompson Open House

St. John’s United Church, Thompson

6/25/2008

Winnipeg Open House 1

Radisson Hotel, Winnipeg

6/26/2008

Winnipeg Open House 2

Radisson Hotel, Winnipeg

6/26/2008

Brandon Open House

Royal Oak Inn, Brandon

The following copies of ad campaign materials and documentation from the open houses, which include
meeting notes identifying questions or perspectives raised in discussion with the EA Study Team, are
provided in this appendix:
•

Copy of transcript and schedule of radio spots and newspaper announcements for open houses

•

Copy of newspaper announcement for open houses

•

Copies of newspaper advertisements

•

Sign-in sheet(s) from the Thompson open house on June 24, 2008

•

Copy of notes from the Thompson open house on June 24, 2008

•

Sign-in sheet(s) from the Winnipeg open house on June 25, 2008

•

Sign-in sheet(s) from the Winnipeg open house on June 26, 2008

•

Copy of notes from the Winnipeg open houses on June 25 and 26, 2008

•

Sign-in sheet(s) from the Brandon open house on June 26, 2008

•

Copy of notes from the Brandon open house on June 26, 2008
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Transcript of Round One Open House Radio Spots
Manitoba Hydro is considering the possible development of the Keeyask Generating Station on the Nelson
River in northern Manitoba. To seek input and to inform interested Manitobans about Manitoba Hydro’s
Keeyask Generating Station project at the Environmental Assessment Process. Open Houses and
meetings will be held in several communities throughout the province. You’re invited to attend an open
house near you. Opening houses regarding Manitoba Hydro’s Keeyask Generating Station project will be
held in: Thompson on Tuesday, June 24th from 4-8 p.m. at St. John’s United Church, in Winnipeg on
Wednesday, June 25th from 1-5 p.m. and Thursday, June 26th from 5-9 p.m. at the Radisson Hotel
Downtown and in Brandon on Thursday, June 26th from 4-8 p.m. at the Royal Oak Inn. For a schedule of
other community meetings about Manitoba Hydro’s Keeyask Generating Station project, click on the
Keeyask link at hydro.mb.ca.

Table2E-2:

Public Involvement Round Two Open House Radio Spot and Newspaper
Schedule

Media Outlet

Appearance Dates

Winnipeg Free Press

Wednesday, June 18
Saturday, June 21
Tuesday, June 24

Winnipeg Sun

Wednesday, June 18
Sunday, June 22
Tuesday, June 24

Brandon Sun

Wednesday, June 18
Saturday, June 21
Tuesday, June 24

Thompson Citizen

Wednesday, June 18

Nickel Belt News

Friday, June 20

Grassroots News

Tuesday, June 17

NCI Radio

Tuesday, June 17 through Thursday, June 26
Three spots per day (30 in total) 60 seconds
in length
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Grassroots News, Tuesday, June 17, 2008
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Brandon Sun Advertisement, Wednesday, June 18, 2008
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Thompson Citizen, Wednesday, June 18, 2008
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Winnipeg Free Press Advertisement, Wednesday, June 18, 2008
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Winnipeg Sun Advertisement, Wednesday, June 18, 2008
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Nickel Belt News, Friday, June 20, 2008
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Brandon Sun, Saturday, June 21, 2008
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Winnipeg Free Press, Saturday, June 21, 2008
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Winnipeg Sun, Sunday, June 22, 2008
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Brandon Sun, Tuesday, June 24, 2008
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Winnipeg Free Press, Tuesday, June 24, 2008
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Winnipeg Sun, Tuesday, June 24, 2008
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Thompson Open House
FINAL Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

June 24, 2008 – 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Location:

Thompson, MB
St. John’s United Church

In Attendance from
EA Team:

Ryan Kustra
David Magnusson
Gordon Wastesicoot
Wayne Marcinyshyn
Victor Flett
Johnathan Kitchekeesik Jr.
John Osler
David Lane

In Attendance from
General Public:

See sign-in sheet

Th
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro
KCN
KCN
KCN
KCN
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The purpose of the open house was to:
Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the community has with the proposed project, the EIA and the PIP.
The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the Environmental Assessment
becomes available.

MEETING PROCESS
The open house was held at St. John’s United Church. Those who attended the information session were
encouraged to sign-in, fill out comment forms and speak to members of the EA team about any
perspectives/issues they might have about the project. Members of the EA team were also on hand to
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guide community members through the information panels regarding the project if they desired and to
answer any questions. Furthermore, if questions were raised that could not be addressed at the session,
they were recorded by an EA team member, forwarded to the appropriate person to respond to the
information request, and followed up as required. In total, 14 community members signed-in at the
session; however, approximately 30 individuals attended the community information session that did not
sign-in.
The following are highlights of the perspectives heard at the information session and are intended to
capture the key points that were raised by community members.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Project impacts and perspectives
A concern was raised about water quality on Split Lake for community consumption.
A concern about possible impacts of the project on Goose Point cemetery on Split Lake was
raised.
Training opportunities – A community member suggested that a priority for Manitoba Hydro
should be to develop ticketed skills training among all First Nations peoples and not isolated to a
few First Nations (i.e. KCN). A suggestion was made to provide a few opportunities each
summer to each FN for youth to learn technical skills.
Public involvement program perspectives/issues
A concern was noted about on-reserve/off-reserve community representation in Keeyask
discussions to date.
Meetings are held in Winnipeg and not in the community or Thompson. Community members
would like to see more sharing of information with their off-reserve members regarding the
project.
Impacts and issues from past-hydro-electric development
Development of Keeyask should occur after a clear understanding has been provided on the
benefits of previous agreements. Some were concerned that there may be some unrealized
benefits from these previous agreements.
Split Lake Community – There has been extensive shoreline erosion close to the church. The
banks need to be stabilized.
A concern was raised about monitoring/accountability of expenditures. Cited need to have clear
understanding of benefits to TCN members from $60 million in expenditures.
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Winnipeg Open Houses
Final Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

June 25, 2008 – 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
June 26, 2008 – 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm

Location:

Radisson Hotel
288 Portage Avenue

In Attendance from
EA Team:

Ryan Kustra
Fiona Scurrah
Nick Barnes
Dave Magnusson
Victor Flett
Gordon Wastesicoot
Wayne Marcinyshyn
Jonathon Kitchekeesik
Michael Lawrenchuk
John Osler
Brett McGurk
Kristin Kent
Don MacDonell

In Attendance from
the General Public:

Sign in sheet - June 25
Sign-in-sheet - June 26

Th

Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro (June 25 only)
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro (June 25 only)
KCN
KCN
KCN
KCN
KCN (June 26 only)
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants (June 25 only)
InterGroup Consultants
North/South Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The purpose of the Winnipeg Open Houses was to:
Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Provide information about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the community has with the proposed project, the EIA and the PIP.
The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
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MEETING PROCESS
The open houses were set up in the Provincial Room A at the Radisson Hotel in downtown Winnipeg.
Those who attended the information session were encouraged to sign-in, fill out comment forms and
speak to members of the EA team about any perspectives/issues they might have about the project.
Members of the EA team were also on hand to guide community members through the information
panels regarding the project if they desired and to answer any questions. Furthermore, if questions were
raised that could not be addressed at the session, they were recorded by an EA team member, forwarded
to the appropriate person to respond to the information request, and followed up as required. In total, 58
people attended the open house on June 25, 2008, and 45 attended the June 26, 2008 session.
Furthermore, sixteen comment forms were filled out at both sessions.
The following are highlights of the perspectives heard at the information session and are intended to
capture the key points that were raised by attendees.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY OPEN HOUSE ATTENDEES
Project impacts and perspectives
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many on and off reserve community members from Tataskweyak Cree Nation were present and
expressed interest in having more information on the details of the Joint Keeyask Development
Agreement (JKDA).
Site ceremonies are important to First Nations peoples and attendees would like to see
ceremonies similar to what was performed at Wuskwatim for the Keeyask project.
Some concern was expressed about mercury levels as a result of the flooding caused by the
project.
People were generally interested in and supportive of training and employment opportunities.
It was suggested that having workers reside at work camps (versus in Gillam or Split Lake)
would put less strain on infrastructure in those communities.
Some people were of the opinion that the current shortage of tradespeople will impact the
construction of the project.
One attendee was curious about whether the project would cause air pollution.
Some attendees were concerned about how the project could affect their traditional way of life.
One attendee noted that they were concerned about the influx of workers and the social impacts
it could have on neighbouring communities (e.g. crime)
Navigation/safety – Some attendees were concerned about traffic safety along PR280 and the
access road as a result of increased project traffic.
Navigation/safety – One Split Lake community member was concerned about the impact of the
project on Split Lake water levels and how that can affect fishing gear, including boats and
motors.
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An attendee was concerned about how erosion caused by the project would affect TCN.
Some attendees did not want the Keeyask project built for fear of the environmental effects and
because the land is viewed as sacred.

Public involvement program perspectives/issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People would like to see more opportunities for the public to learn about the project and have
the ability to influence planning and related social and environmental outcomes of the project.
A suggestion was made to collect everyone’s email addresses and send project information as it
becomes available.
Graphic illustrations of flood zones would have been useful for some attendees.
Suggestion to develop a PIP document in Cree that provides an overview of the project.
A video of the project site would be helpful so people have a greater appreciation for the area.
More communication among First Nations bands in the vicinity of the project is needed to
facilitate mutual understanding.
Some attendees noted the importance of consulting with elders in those communities close to
the project.
A suggestion was made to create a project DVD in Cree and English and distribute it to homes in
communities near the proposed site.

Other
•

There was some confusion as to why the licencing and regulatory processes are still undefined
when so much EA work on the project has occurred to date.
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Brandon Open House
Final Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

June 26, 2008 – 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Location:

Brandon, MB
Royal Oak Inn

In Attendance from
EA Team:

Fiona Scurrah
David Magnusson
Brett McGurk
David Lane

In Attendance from
Community:

See sign-in-sheet

Th
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The purpose of the open house was to:
Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the community has with the proposed project, the EIA and the PIP.
The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP. Two
additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.

MEETING PROCESS
The open house was held at the Royal Oak Inn. Those who attended the information session were
encouraged to sign-in, fill out comment forms and speak to members of the EA team about any
perspectives/issues they might have about the project. Members of the EA team were also on hand to
guide community members through the information panels regarding the project if they desired and to
answer any questions. Furthermore, if questions were raised that could not be addressed at the session,
they were recorded by an EA team member, forwarded to the appropriate person to respond to the
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information request, and followed up as required. In total, six community members signed-in at the
session and three comment forms were filled out.
The following are highlights of the perspectives heard at the information session and are intended to
capture the key points that were raised by community members.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Project impacts and perspectives
Perception of inequality of compensation (i.e. if wind generation is placed on a farmer’s land they
are compensated individually, but First Nations are in negotiations to get compensation for
adverse effects on a community basis).
Resource use information – Butnau Lake area and its tributaries are used for gathering and
hunting moose.
Socio-economic – There was a question about whether there is a hiring preference for other spinoff jobs such as highways.
Concerned about spring/winter access to open water created by the dam in the middle of the
lake when there is still ice along the shore.
An attendee was concerned about spring-time operating levels and “hanging ice”.
There is inadequate communication between off-reserve First Nation members and their
communities regarding potential training and employment opportunities
Impacts and issues from past-hydro-electric development
Northern Flood Agreement – Manitoba Hydro needs to pay attention to the implementation of
employment and training requirements.
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Public Involvement Program Round One Meetings with Organizations
Meetings with Organizations were held with the Manitoba Metis Federation, the Northern Association of
Community Councils, Keewatin Tribal Council, Nature Conservancy of Canada and the Norway House
Fisherman’s Co-op (see Table 2F-1). Each organization was informed about the Project and discussion
followed. Participants were encouraged to fill in comment forms or raise specific questions with the EA
Study Team members. Draft meeting notes were shared with the organizations and, once reviewed, they were
finalized. Finalized notes were shared with the organizations and are provided below.
Communication methods to arrange meetings with organizations included phone calls, emails and letters. An
invitation letter was sent to the organization via an administrator or like position to participate in Round One
of the PIP. After this letter was sent, follow-up by the PIP team included confirming a meeting date, time and
place by sending a confirmation letter. Following the meeting, draft meeting notes were sent to the meeting
participants to review for accuracy. After the notes were reviewed and approved, final notes were sent to the
organization for their records. An example of each type of correspondence materials used to facilitate Round
One PIP meetings is provided below.

Table 2F-1:

Round One Meetings with Organizations

Date

Event

Location

6/4/2008

Manitoba Metis Federation

MMF Winnipeg Office

6/27/2008

Northern Association of Community Councils

Marlborough Hotel, Winnipeg

12/16/2008

Keewatin Tribal Council

Thompson Office

4/9/2009

Nature Conservancy of Canada – Winnipeg Office

NCC Office, Winnipeg

4/30/2009

Norway House Fishermen’s Co-op

Radisson Hotel, Winnipeg

The following copies of documents are provided in this appendix:
•

Copy of invitation letter

•

Copy confirmation of meeting letter

•

Copy of draft meeting notes letter

•

Copy of final meeting notes letter

•

Copy of final meeting notes from meetings with organizations:
o

Keewatin Tribal Council meeting notes

o

Manitoba Metis Federation meeting notes

o

Nature Conservancy of Canada meeting notes

o

Northern Association of Community Councils meeting notes

o Norway House Commercial Fisherman’s Co-op meeting notes
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Meeting with Keewatin Tribal Council
Final Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

December 16, 2008 – 11:00 am to 12:00 pm

Location:

Keewatin Tribal Council
Thompson Office

In Attendance:

Jim Beardy
Sharon McKay
Al
Aggie
Brad McAllister
Brandi Bone
Victor Flett
Tara-Cole McCaffrey
Gaylen Eaton
John Osler
David Lane

Th

MMF
MMF
MMF
MMF
MMF
KCN
KCN
Manitoba Hydro
North South Consultants
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The meeting was requested by the Environmental Assessment Team for the Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project to:
Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the organization has with the proposed project, the EIA and the PIP.
The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP. At
least two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.

MEETING PROCESS
Following introductions, John Osler presented information on the project, the EA process and the purpose
of Round 1 PIP. This included details on the size and location of the project, project components and
construction activities, potential partnership with the in-vicinity communities, the EA PIP, environmental
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approvals, and project environmental studies. Each member in attendance was provided a copy of the
presentation and the Round 1 PIP newsletter. Extra copies of the newsletter were left for general
distribution. Throughout and following the discussion:
KTC members asked questions, offered perspectives, and identified issues about the proposed
project, the EIA and the PIP; and
Where appropriate, representatives of the Environmental Assessment Team and Manitoba Hydro
offered perspectives.
The following are highlights of the meeting and are intended to capture the key points that were raised
or presented. They are not presented in the sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they
a detailed or verbatim transcription of what was said.
KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY KTC
Project impacts and perspectives
The main concern expressed by the KTC members present was in regard to pre-project training
and communication between Manitoba Hydro, the Wuskwatim and Keeyask Training Consortium,
and the KTC. Since the 11 KTC member communities include the 4 KCN communities plus 7 other
First Nations in northern Manitoba, the KTC feel as though they should be more involved in
administering training programs. They would also like more information on the numbers of
individuals in these programs as well as their success rates.
The KTC would like to see improved communication between Manitoba Hydro regarding the
adverse effects agreements and the JKDA.
They expressed concern about the adequate and appropriate integration of traditional knowledge
in the EIS.
Environmental Assessment perspectives/issues
Indicated that an audio version of the EIS similar to Wuskwatim would be useful.
Concerned that a critical challenge facing the KCN communities and a positive vote on the JKDA
will be helping people understand the actual pros and cons of the project without them
immediately responding negatively based on emotions.
Public involvement program perspectives/issues
Noted that early discussions about the project and the environment are important.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TEAM

The project is still at a planning and discussion stage.
No decision has been made to go forward with the project.
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Keeyask would be the fourth largest of Manitoba Hydro’s current generation stations:
o 695 megawatts
o Approximately 45 square kilometers of flooding
o Approximately 7 to 8 years construction
Manitoba Hydro is exploring the potential of a partnership with in-vicinity Keeyask Cree Nations
(KCN) – Tataskweyak Cree Nation and War Lake First Nation (acting as the Cree Nation
Partners), Fox Lake Cree Nation and York Factory First Nation.
The above parties are negotiating a Joint Keeyask Development Agreement (JKDA) – an
agreement that would govern how the project would be developed.
An Environmental Assessment will be completed for the project to identify potential effects the
project may have on the environment and people.
The purpose of Round 1 public involvement is to introduce the project to the public, to learn
about any issues or concerns that the public may have about the project, and to hear from the
public how they wish to be consulted in further rounds of the PIP.
Since 2001, Manitoba Hydro has been working with local Cree Nations to collect information,
including traditional knowledge, which will contribute to the Environmental Impact Assessment.
The EA PIP is not part of section 35 consultation; the EA PIP is for the purpose of assisting in the
licencing of the project, not to determine how the project impacts Aboriginal and Treaty rights.
Furthermore, section 35 is a crown obligation that would be carried out by the government.
The Conawapa Project is also being considered for possible development, but it is not part of the
current process.
Action item: Provide Jim Beardy with Manitoba Hydro contact information in regards to
training programs.
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Meeting with Manitoba Metis
Federation (Winnipeg)
Final Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

June 4, 2008 – 10:00 am to 11:00 am

Location:

Manitoba Metis Federation
Winnipeg Office

In Attendance:

Al Benoit
Justin Stapon
Richard Anderson
Terry Kerb
Brad McAllister
Gordon Wastesicoot
Brandi Bone
Jonathan Kitchekeesik Jr.
Victor Flett
Ryan Kustra
Ellisa Neville
Bill Kennedy
John Osler
Brett McGurk

MMF
MMF
MMF
MMF
MMF
KCN
KCN
KCN
KCN
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Hydro
Hobbs and Associates
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The meeting was requested by the Environmental Assessment Team for the Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project to:
•
•
•
•

Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the organization has with the proposed project, the EIA and the PIP.

The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP. At
least two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
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MEETING PROCESS
John Osler of the Environmental Assessment Team first commented briefly on the Project, the EA process
and the purpose of Round 1 PIP. Ryan Kustra then proceeded to provide additional high-level information
on the project, the potential Keeyask Project Partnership and Environmental Approvals process.
Throughout and following the discussion:
•
•

The MMF asked questions, offered perspectives, and identified issues about the proposed project, the
EIA and the PIP; and
Where appropriate, representatives of the Environmental Assessment Team and Manitoba Hydro
offered perspectives.

The following are highlights of the meeting and are intended to capture the key points that were raised
or presented. They are not presented in the sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they
a detailed or verbatim transcription of what was said.
KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY MMF
Project impacts and perspectives
•
•
•

MMF is concerned about the biophysical and socio-economic impacts on Metis in the vicinity of
the project.
MMF would like the opportunity to assess the biophysical and socio-economic impacts of the
project on Metis in the vicinity of the project.
MMF is interested in any economic development and employment opportunities associated with
the project, if constructed.

Environmental Assessment perspectives/issues
•

MMF Winnipeg will be the key contact for the Environmental Assessment Team for all project
related matters.

Public involvement program perspectives/issues
•

MMF would like a consultation process with the Metis that is separate from the EA PIP; MMF
would like to develop a working relationship with Manitoba Hydro to develop such a process.

Other
•

The Metis are a distinct people that are mobile and can be found throughout the entire province.
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KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TEAM

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The project is still at a planning and discussion stage.
No decision has been made to go forward with the project.
Keeyask would be the fourth largest of Manitoba Hydro’s current generation stations:
o 695 megawatts
o Approximately 45 square kilometers of flooding
o Approximately 7 to 8 years construction
Manitoba Hydro is exploring the potential of a partnership with in-vicinity Keeyask Cree Nations
(KCN) – Tataskweyak Cree Nation and War Lake First Nation (acting as the Cree Nation
Partners), Fox Lake Cree Nation and York Factory First Nation.
The above parties are negotiating a Joint Keeyask Development Agreement (JKDA) – an
agreement that would govern how the project would be developed.
An Environmental Assessment will be completed for the project to identify potential effects the
project may have on the environment and people.
The purpose of Round 1 public involvement is to introduce the project to the public, to learn
about any issues or concerns that the public may have about the project, and to hear from the
public how they wish to be consulted in further rounds of the PIP.
Since 2001, Manitoba Hydro has been working with local Cree Nations to collect information that
will contribute to the Environmental Impact Assessment.
The EA Team would like any information on Métis resource use in the vicinity of the project, if
possible.
The EA PIP is not part of section 35 consultation; the EA PIP is for the purpose of assisting in the
licencing of the project, not to determine how the project impacts Aboriginal and Treaty rights.
Furthermore, section 35 is a crown obligation that would be carried out by the government.
The Conawapa Project is also being considered for possible development, but it is not part of the
current process.

Action item: Manitoba Hydro and MMF to work together to establish a process on how to
appropriately involve the MMF in the Keeyask EIA process.
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project
Meeting with Nature Conservancy
of Canada
Final Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

April 9, 2009 – 10:00 am to 11:00 am

Location:

Nature Conservancy of Canada - Winnipeg Office

In Attendance:

Ursula Goeres
Brett McGurk

Regional Vice President
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The meeting was requested by the Environmental Assessment Team for the proposed Keeyask
Generation Project to:
•
•
•
•

Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the community has with the proposed project, the EIA and the PIP.

The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
MEETING PROCESS
Brett McGurk presented information on the project, the EA process and the purpose of Round 1 of the
PIP. This included details on the size and location of the project, potential partnership with the in-vicinity
communities, the EA PIP, environmental approvals and project environmental studies. Each Council
member in attendance was provided a copy of the presentation and the Round 1 PIP. Extra copies of the
newsletter were left for general distribution.
The following are highlights of the meeting and are intended to capture the key points that were raised
or presented. They are not presented in the sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they
a detailed or verbatim transcription of what was said.
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KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE NATURE CONSERVANCY OF CANADA
Project impacts and perspectives
•

•

The Nature Conservancy indicated that they do not have lands in the vicinity of the project that
they have an interest in currently. The organization’s focus is in the southern part of the
province.
The Nature Conservancy indicated that since the area is not the focus of their organization that
invitation to future PIP events is not necessary; however, the organization would like to receive
information on the project as it becomes available.

Other
• The Nature Conservancy was interested in the location of Bipole III on the west side of the
province since an area of interest to them is where the transmission line is being considered.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TEAM
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The project is still at a planning and discussion stage.
No decision has been made to go forward with the project.
Keeyask would be the fourth largest of Manitoba Hydro’s current generation stations:
o 695 megawatts
o Approximately 45 square kilometers of flooding
o Approximately 7 to 8 years construction
Manitoba Hydro is exploring the potential of a partnership with in-vicinity Keeyask Cree Nations
(KCN) – Tataskweyak Cree Nation and War Lake First Nation (acting as the Cree Nation
Partners), Fox Lake Cree Nation and York Factory First Nation.
An Environmental Assessment will be completed for the project to identify potential effects the
project may have on the environment and people.
The purpose of Round 1 public involvement is to introduce the project to the public, to learn
about any issues or concerns that the public may have about the project, and to hear from the
public how they wish to be consulted in further rounds of the PIP.
Since 2001, Manitoba Hydro has been working with local Cree Nations to collect information that
will contribute to the Environmental Impact Assessment.
The Conawapa project is also being studied for possible development, but it is not part of the
current process.
Bipole III is needed for reliability and security and will be built regardless of whether Keeyask
goes ahead.
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Meeting with Northern Association of
Community Councils
Final Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

June 27, 2008, 1pm

Location:

Winnipeg, MB
Marlborough Hotel, Oxford Room

In Attendance:

Reg Meade
Frances McIvor
Chandler McLeod
Anne Lacquette
Glen Flett
Larry Chartrand
Barbara Marcyniuk
Harold Flemming
Al Guilding
Kathy Frisk
Gordon Wastesicoot
Leslie Agger
Ryan Kustra
John Osler
Kristin Kent

President – NACC
NACC Northern Chairperson
NACC Eastern Vice Chairperson
NACC Western Chairperson
NACC Northern Vice Chairperson
NACC Western Vice Chairperson
NACC Eastern Secretary Treasurer
NACC Western Secretary Treasurer
NACC
NACC
KCN
KCN
Manitoba Hydro
InterGroup Consultants
InterGroup Consultants

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The meeting was requested by the Environmental Assessment Team for the proposed Keeyask
Generation Project to:
•
•
•
•

Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the organization has with the proposed project, the EIA and the PIP.

The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
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MEETING PROCESS
The meeting was scheduled as part of the agenda of the NACC Board Meeting. Presentation materials
and newsletters were distributed to the attendees. The NACC President asked at the outset of the
meeting to keep the meeting as brief and to the point as possible – the council had discussed our
participation earlier in the day and would prefer to have the presentations in any interested communities.
A brief overview of the project, the process to consult with communities, and the regulatory and EA
processes was provided. The newsletter and presentation materials are similar to that which will be
presented in community meetings.
The following are highlights of the meeting and are intended to capture the key points that were raised
or presented. They are not presented in the sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they
a detailed or verbatim transcription of what was said.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE NACC
Other
The President indicated that the NACC members in attendance were more likely interested in discussions
on Bipole III, and that there were likely to be questions in the communities regarding the need for more
generation versus the environment. The Northern Vice Chairperson indicated that in recent negotiations
with Norway House, information was not provided by Manitoba Hydro on a timely basis, and that it is
necessary to provide project information as it becomes available.
NEXT STEPS IDENTIFIED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TEAM
The council was referred to the map in the newsletter as reference as to which communities would be
visited in the coming months. The president indicated they would inform their community councils that
this meeting had occurred and would also seek feedback from their community members.
There is a potential opportunity for Manitoba Hydro to present some information during a NACC gathering
August 19th to the 21st. Manitoba Hydro indicated they that would be happy to be present if the NACC
would like them to be there.
The meeting was adjourned.
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Round 1 PIP - Proposed Keeyask
Generation Project:
Meeting with Norway House
Commercial Fishermen’s Co-op
Final Meeting Notes

Date of Meeting:

April 30 2009 – 3:00 pm to 4:30 pm

Location:

Winnipeg, MB
Th
Radisson Hotel – Winnipeg Board Room

In Attendance:

Langford Saunders
Leslie Abetagon
Steven Robertson
David Muswagan
Chris Clarke
Ian Dickson
Ryan Kustra
John Osler

Norway House Fishermen’s
Norway House Fishermen’s
Norway House Fishermen’s
Norway House Fishermen’s
Norway House Fishermen’s
Cree Nation Partners
Manitoba Hydro
InterGroup Consultants

Co-op
Co-op
Co-op
Co-op
Co-op

PURPOSE OF MEETING
The meeting was requested by the Norway House Commercial Fishermen’s Co-op for the proposed
Keeyask Generation Project to:
Provide background information about the proposed Keeyask Generation Project;
Begin dialogue about the Environmental Assessment process;
Provide initial information about the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and its associated
Public Involvement Program (PIP); and
Identify issues and concerns the Norway House Fishermen’s Co-op has with the proposed
project, the EIA and the PIP.
The meeting is one of a series of sessions being held with communities in the Churchill-BurntwoodNelson area and with potentially affected and interested organizations as part of Round 1 of the PIP.
Two additional rounds of meetings are contemplated as information from the EIA becomes available.
MEETING PROCESS
Following an opening prayer for the meeting, Ryan Kustra welcomed the participants to the meeting and
thanked them for the opportunity to present information about the proposed Keeyask Project. John Osler
then presented an overview of the project, the EA process and the purpose of Round 1 PIP. This was
followed by a walk-through of a presentation in order to provide additional details on the size and
location of the project, potential for a partnership with the in-vicinity communities, project components
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and construction activities, the EA PIP, environmental approvals, and project environmental studies. Each
participant in attendance was provided a copy of the presentation and the Round 1 PIP newsletter. Extra
copies of the newsletter were left for distribution in the community. Throughout and following the
discussion:
Co-op members asked questions, offered perspectives, and identified issues about the proposed
project, the EIA and the PIP; and
Where appropriate, representatives of the Environmental Assessment Team and Manitoba Hydro
offered perspectives.
The following are highlights of the meeting and are intended to capture the key points that were raised
or presented. They are not presented in the sequence that they were raised at the meeting, nor are they
a detailed or verbatim transcription of what was said.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE FISHERMEN’S CO-OP MEMBERS
Project impacts and perspectives/issues
Comments were made about how previous projects by Manitoba Hydro have changed the
environment for fishermen.
Observations were made on how flows and water levels have changed, including increased
siltation on Playgreen Lake that has reduced the depth of the lake from about 15 feet to about 7
or 8 feet now. The concern is that future projects may cause this to be more pronounced.
Have suggested that local fishermen should be involved in aquatic studies and perhaps even be
conducting their own studies of how the environment is changing.
Comment that groups like KCN may benefit from the Keeyask Project, but the community of
Norway House will only see the impacts of the development.
Previous agreements with Manitoba Hydro seek to address impacts to the environment that
occurred in the past. There is uncertainty with how projects such as Keeyask will be considered
in the future.
History to date indicates that there have been more impacts on the community and the
environment as a result of previous Hydro projects than was expected. Participants wanted to
know (a) what would be done if this was the case with the Keeyask project and (b) what would
be done to monitor project effects.
Concern about how Keeyask may cause changes; reference was made to changes that may have
been caused when Limestone GS was added to the Hydro system.
Concerned that proponent may be making decisions quickly for economic opportunities rather
than to protect the environment.
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Public Involvement Program perspectives/issues
As commercial fishermen who rely on the water for their livelihood, they want to be involved in
the discussion about Keeyask early on and not hear about the project only after a decision has
been made.
Other

Many things have negatively influenced the livelihood of commercial fishermen from Norway
House, including taxes, decreased fish quantities, decreased fish quality, decreased prices for
the sale fish, previous Manitoba Hydro projects, and higher harvesting costs.

KEY PERSPECTIVES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TEAM
The project is still at a planning and discussion stage.
No decision has been made to go forward with the project.
Keeyask would be the fourth largest of Manitoba Hydro’s current generation stations:
o 695 megawatts
o Approximately 45 square kilometers of flooding
o Approximately 7 to 8 years construction
Manitoba Hydro has developed a potential partnership with in-vicinity Keeyask Cree Nations
(KCN) – Tataskweyak Cree Nation and War Lake First Nation (acting as the Cree Nation
Partners), Fox Lake Cree Nation and York Factory First Nation. These communities are currently
in the process of completing their community ratification processes.
An Environmental Assessment will be completed for the project to identify potential effects the
project may have on the environment and people.
There are a variety of training programs available through MB Hydro and provincial and federal
governments.
The purpose of Round 1 public involvement is to introduce the project to the public, to learn
about any issues or concerns that the public may have about the project, and to hear from the
public how they wish to be consulted in further rounds of the PIP.
Since 2001, Manitoba Hydro has been working with local Cree Nations to collect information that
will contribute to the Environmental Impact Assessment.
Bipole III is needed for reliability and security and will be built regardless of whether Keeyask
goes ahead.
Ian Dickson commented that Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge (ATK) has strongly influenced the
process that TCN has considered the effects of the project.
The Conawapa project is also being studied for possible development, but it is not part of the
current process.
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